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T

hese days audio plugins are an essential part of
music, post, and live-sound
production. From standards
like EQ and compression, to complex
pitch correction processing, virtual
instruments, and convolution reverbs
— we’ve pretty much got it all these
days. But where did it all come from
and how’d we get here? Read on then,
fellow plug-in nerd, as I impart to you
my completely biased opinion about
the genesis of the audio plug-in.
An awakening — A long, long
time ago, in some office space not too
far from here, was a company called
Digidesign that brought computerbased digital recording to the masses.
Products like Sound Tools, ProDECK,
and ProEDIT eventually evolved into
Pro Tools, a mighty popular digital
audio workstation on this planet. The folks at Digidesign created an audio
plug-in format called TDM, and with Pro Tools 4.0 expanded its third-party
development programme to include plug-in developers.
But it is not enough to simply offer up a specification and a developer kit.
The ‘force’ of third-party development still needed some ‘awakening’ — namely
on two fronts — serious developer support and decent copy protection. For the
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Genesis of
the plug-in
All powerful and all things to all men, but with plug-ins it wasn’t always so.
What we now take for granted was hard won and stretched the limits
of programming and imagination. McDSP’s COLIN MCDOWELL explains
how it happened and points to the new challenges.
support side, just imagine trying to herd cats; not really possible. The same issue
persists with software engineers, and probably worse, except for the hair balls.
Practical coding examples, a reasonable set of documentation, and some folks
on the phone/bbs/email is really what gets things going. And then there’s this
copy protection stuff. User convenience coupled with solid security insures the
developer gets paid and the customer remains, well, a customer!
This is, literally and figuratively, where I came in. No, I was not working on
my uncle’s farm on some evaporators, nor had I transmitted my application to
the Academy. I worked at Digidesign in the third-party group, to support the
existing developers supporting Digidesign hardware from their DAW — Opcode,
Emagic, MOTU, and Steinberg. With the release of Pro Tools 4.0 we were
expanding the scope of our support to third-party audio plug-in manufacturers.
Waves was pretty much on board already, but there were others who needed
more assistance, either because they were new to the platform, had different
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kinds of ideas, or both! We seemed to be constantly coming up with small (or
not so small) coding examples for plug-in development, particularly when it
came to Pro Tools feature development. Plug-in control automation, now pretty
much taken for granted, was a huge addition to Pro Tools and its third party
community. Other seemingly simple updates, if not communicated well to the
third-party community, could turn out disastrously in the early beta stages.
During this time other audio plug-in formats were developed including
Audio Units by Apple, VST by Steinberg. The folks at Digidesign also kept
busy with host-based formats of their own — Audio Suite and Real-time Audio
Suite (RTAS). More recent additions to the audio plug-in formats choices have
been the UAD DSP hardware-based platform from Universal Audio, Waves’
SoundGrid, and AAX by Avid — a format that supports both DSP hardwarebased processing and native processing.
It has been kind of a ‘golden age’ of plug-in formats. TDM, Audiosuite, and
VST came out circa 1996-1997, with RTAS in 1999, the acquisition of Emagic
by Apple in 2002 and the Audio Unit spec coming into being, the UAD platform
launch around 2004-2005, VST3 in 2008, and AAX DSP and Native formats in
2011. Plenty of opportunity for many a third-party plug-in developer.
iLok — But going back to the TDM/RTAS days for a moment, that is when I
‘rebelled’ and started McDSP as an audio plug-in company. While I would hardly
consider McDSP a milestone in the development of audio plug-ins, what kept
McDSP around certainly could be. And that, my mix-it-in-the-box compadre,
was the iLok copy protection technology.
Prior to the iLok, codes or key-disks were used to deploy authorisations. The
system was not very automatable, and the security was not robust. Generally
a new plug-in from McDSP would last about 4-6 months and then a cracked
version would appear. We’d update our code, copy protection measures, and
redeploy, only to have to repeat the process all over again in the same time
period, or sooner.
The release of Mac OS X in 2002 was going to make all those Mac OS 9
cracks not very useful. The folks at PACE seized this ‘dilemma moment’ and
introduced the iLok — a USB dongle for storing authorisations of your DAW
and other third-party software (like plug-ins!). It was highly secure compared
to other methods, and offered a decent way — license cards initially, and now
license codes and internet-based options — to deploy authorisations to the field.
These days many folks use the iLok (or now iLok2) — Avid, McDSP, Slate
Digital, Sonnox, and plenty of other audio software companies. Deployment can
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be automated via a web store, and the platform is reasonably secure. There have
been some bumps along the way courtesy of hackers and a few OS releases from
Apple and Microsoft, but overall, things are pretty good in the copy protection
world for pro audio.
Good times — With reasonable copy protection entrenched in the Pro Tools
community and readily available for third-party audio plug-in developers, times
were good. Audio plug-in development unfolded in (roughly) three categories —
classic gear modelling, new processing technology, and virtual instruments. For
the analogue vintage gear folks we’ve got a myriad of plug-ins that can emulate
revered equalisers, compressors, reverbs, delays, and even tape machines. For
the bolder sound-cave dwellers, new products to automatically correct your
pitch, remove unwanted noise, or simulate any acoustic space or signal chain.
And finally, if you thought your collection of synths, samplers, etc. was safe
from your spouse’s ‘you’re taking up too much damn room in this house!’ rage,
oh times could not be worse when they know you can ‘migrate’ that pile of
stinky wooden side-panelled sound generators on to a laptop.
Next step — If you’ve read this far then you’re probably one of those folks
who is torn between working in the box and still using some of that really
expensive outboard gear you bought before you were married, have never
claimed to actually need a pitch correcting plug-in even though you own a few,
do your fair share of track noise clean up, every now and then attempt to sample
that great acoustic space at your office building when no one is around, and
have managed to hide some of your synths, etc. at work or a friends studio. So
what then, you must wonder, is next?
Multi-platform Format — Folks ask me this question a lot: what will be
the next audio plug-in formats? Frankly, I hope there aren’t any! The herculean
task of migrating a huge code base to a new paradigm is not a money-making
proposition for any developer.
Take, for example, the amazing amount of work to port the entire line up
of RTAS and TDM plug-ins to AAX Native and AAX DSP formats. We’re not
talking about the Kessel Run in 12 parsecs, but golly it’s close. Years were
spent by McDSP’s entire engineering staff to rework every user interface, port
each algorithm with great pains taking detail and (still) continue to support the
variety of new features that keep coming on the AAX platform, such as new
custom control layouts and features for new control surfaces like the S6 and
S6L. And our experience was not much different from any other third-party
developer, nor Avid themselves!
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Adding further fuel to the fire (sorry Uncle Owen), if you’re a plug-in or other
add-on software maker, the money you charge for the upgrade to support the
new format will barely cover your development costs. For the hosting DAW
the situation is no different — the expense of supporting an additional plug-in
format will be offset in upgrade charges. No real big win here.
But if someone’s going to come up with a new format, having one that
could support multiple platforms would be great. Development times would be
reduced, and newer (and better hopefully) products could be developed.
The JUCE framework does this nicely for us development folks, melding a
variety of plug-in formats into a single code project. Us developing folk can
develop a plug-in while at the same time leverage JUCE’s code to support
a variety of plug-in formats of our choosing. Some might argue this would
be a security risk, that many plug-ins would have nearly identical binaries.
Fortunately us hair-ball-coughing-cubical-coders seem to always want to do
things our own dang way, and variety continues to be infused into each new
plug-in company’s work. It is in fact the variety-factor that makes for new and
interesting plug-ins, with different user interfaces and work flows. The end
result is that more plug-in development time is spent on new features, such as
auto-magic pitch correction w/ microphone spittle reduction, and less on the
pedestrian stuff like how to draw a knob in Objective C.
When I say multiplatform support, I am talking about a plug-in format with
its own smarty-pants-ness to support a variety of platforms. The AAX format
does this — there are DSP and native options within the format, and it can run
as a Pro Tools plug-in, or on the Venue OS for the Avid live sound systems.
Audio Units seems to be going in this direction as well via the ‘Audio Bus’
technology out there, but unfortunately the price consumers appear to be willing
to pay for iPad, iPhone apps and plug-ins is rather low! However, pricing aside,
multiplatform plug-in formats is a trend I hope continues.
More hardware-software integration — Applications, plug-ins and other
auxiliary software is getting mighty complicated these days. Often the user
experience is improved by some hardware-based control, or multitouch screen
features. A few products of this kind are already out there and I’d like to see
some more. Folks who spend nearly their entire day in a sound bunker always
need better ways to operate their DAW and its many accessories. Seems there
are a few cool products that have yet to be made.
Piracy; the Dark Side — No piece on audio plug-ins would be complete
without some commentary on the software piracy situation. Early on when

registration codes and key disks were all we had, the cracks were common,
and the plug-in industry remained small. Once serious copy protection was
developed, many a fledgling plug-in company was able to establish itself and
build a product line.
There certainly are financial gains to be made in the pro audio markets, but
the software-based businesses cannot grow when their progress is interrupted
by software piracy. Such unlucky firms need 1-3 years to recover their losses,
and that is possible only if they can retool their product line quickly once the
crack is detected. Why would anyone subject themselves to such stress and
misfortune? An unfortunate consequence is brain drain from industries crippled
by software piracy as engineers seek employment elsewhere. New product
developments are delayed. Support of new formats, features, and platforms
is slowed. One could even argue that the price of software increases because
developers are now faced with the expense of a copy protection rework.
Obviously, I am not a big fan of software piracy. McDSP has been around
for more than 17 years and golly I’d like it to last another 17 at least. If people
don’t want to pay for our software, or those made by our colleagues, so be it. I
am sure there are plenty of freeware plug-ins out there. Just don’t expect those
plug-ins to be around 17 years from now.
What is the end game then? — We all like to make music, or music tools
at least. It’s a fun gig, and one we all hope to have for as long as we’re able.
The proliferation of the audio plug-in in music, post, and live sound production
has streamlined workflows, expanded sonic possibilities, and created a nice
niche for us DSP and software engineers who’d rather not be making cell phone
demultiplexers or missile guidance systems.
Since it seems we’ve reached an audio utopia, all I would ask of my sound
sculpting colleagues is that we endeavour to get along. A little more patience
from anxious end users for a crucial software bug fix. A bit more respect on
the part of development teams for the client feature request that is (perhaps)
not so crazy after all. Some more risk on the part of developers to create
new algorithms, interfaces, and solutions, and a tad more trust from the user
community by making time to evaluate such bold new products upon their
release. But most of all, an acknowledgment of the time all our crafts take, and
that fair compensation is due upon completion.
Speaking of completion, here we are. Now go fire up your vintage synths
before they wind up in the next garage sale. These are not the synths you’re
looking for… n

Ensure everyone in
the band gets the
mix they want...

ChannelStrip 3 | Character | Dirty Delay
HaloVerb | Multiband Dynamics | Multiband Expander
Precision DeEsser | TransientControl

“It is indeed a fine bundle of processors, priced way too low (at
least for right now) and delivering way more than expected or
promised.”
Rob Tavaglione - Pro Audio Review/Pro Sound News
“You’ll find it hard to beat the quality and ease of use of these
plugins.”
Paul Drew - Pro Tools Expert

Able of accommodate analogue or Dante™
digital feeds, or a combination of both, the
Livemix solution is built around a central mixer/
distributor and up to 8 'dual channel' CAT-6
satellite mixers for up to 16 individual mixes.

”The best addition
to our studio”
James Towler
Wincraft Music

Visit: https://mhsecure.com/DemoCentral to receive your FREE, fully
functional 30-day trial of the MH Production Bundle

www.scvdistribution.co.uk
Distributed by SCV Distribution: Call 03301 222500 for your nearest dealer
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Products

Equipment introductions and announcements.

Waves releases
The Waves shopfront
currently lists well
over 150 plug-ins and
among the newest
is the Greg Wells
Signature Series
Bundle, created in
collaboration with
the producer, musician and mixing engineer. The bundle includes
his VoiceCentric, designed to give you quick access to his sonic
signature, his PianoCentric, for shaping your piano or keyboard
recordings, and his MixCentric to enhances and balance the
tonality of your mix.
Waves Sub Align is a live sound tool. It lets FOH engineers align
subwoofer and top speakers in PA systems where the subs are
tied in with the tops, and the system processor is inaccessible.
Sub Align should enable you to ‘move’ your subs back or forward
in relation to the tops, until you reach the alignment point that
sounds best to your ears. Sub Align also gives you control over
the subs’ volume and polarity/phase.
Waves Audio and Abbey Road
Studios have announced the EMI
TG12345 plug-in, bringing to life
the console that epitomised the
sound evolution of the late 60s
and early 70s. The first solid-state
console created by EMI, the original
TG12345 desk helped shape classic
recordings by The Beatles, Pink Floyd and many others.
Thanks to component modelling, the Waves/Abbey Road
channel strip plug-in captures the features of the one-of-a-kind
original console: the input mic preamp, down to its harmonic
distortion, hum and noise; the bass and treble EQ bands from
the mic cassette; the presence EQ band from the console’s group/
main section; the lush-sounding spreader; and to top it all the
console’s limiter/compressor.
The plug-in offers routing options that cover the TG12345 line
from the one and only Mk1 desk on which it was modelled to the
final Mk4 models.
E xpanding on its collaboration
with Abbey Road Studios, Waves has
assembled the Abbey Road Collection
with five modelled plug-ins. It includes
the REDD consoles, the RS56 Passive EQ
(‘the Curve Bender’) and the J37 Tape, as
well as the vintage King’s Microphones
and the Reel ADT. The plug-ins are
modelled on the original, rare and
exclusive Abbey Road Studios hardware. The Collection is
available Native and SoundGrid-compatible.
The Waves Signature Series
Butch Vig Vocals plug-in
delivers straightforward vocal
processing with pleasant
distortion and lots of air
frequencies.
H - R eve r b is b as e d o n
algorithmic FIR reverberation
technology and
incorporates Waves’
advanced analogue
modelling with a
drive control. The FIR
engine also lets you
shape and customise
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PSP L’otary2 and PSP 2445
PSPaudioware has a couple of offerings in the form of a reverb
plug-in and a Leslie rotary speaker emulator. The PSP 2445 is
a reverb processor plug-in inspired by two early digital age
reverberators: the EMT 244 and 245. PSP researched how to
bring the specific features of those simple, yet musical sounding reverbs to life as a plug-in. Then they added a set of parameters
to control details of the sound and mix the reverb not available in the original hardware. The PSP 2445 is capable of processing
using one selected engine or both of them simultaneously.
The PSP L’otary2 is its emulation of a rotary speaker based on the Leslie 122 and 147. Besides just reproducing the classic
sounds of those famous rotary speakers, the PSP L’otary2 is also capable of creative divergences from the original. For example,
you could set up the rotating high frequency horn and the rotating low frequency drum independently from each other and
emulate speakers with a static drum or even a broken horn or drum engine.
www.pspaudioware.com
the reverb decay envelope to
generate gated, real reverse, and
very long and dense reverb tails. It
includes a library of engineer presets.
The Dbx 160 compressor plugin emulation also features an MS
matrix, mix and noise controls, and
a stereo component (the original
hardware was mono only).
The Pumper is the latest in the
OneKnob Series and is designed to
achieve an instant ducking effect by
simulating sidechain compression.
Following on from their disinclination
to support AAX DSP, as of this year Waves
will now no longer support TDM either
and any plug-ins installed or updated via
the new Waves Central application will not support TDM.
www.waves.com

Izotope Ozone 7
Izotope has added
a raft of vintageInspired new plugins to its mastering
bundle, Ozone 7
which aims to takes
the guesswork and
manual labour out
of the mastering
process. As with previous incarnations, Ozone 7 comes in a
standard and an Advanced version. The latter includes four new
vintage modules, designed to add analogue character to digital
recordings.
Besides the Dynamic EQ which is now included in both versions,
other new features common to both bundles include a Vintage
Limiter, an upgraded Maximizer with a new Intelligent Release
Control mode to increase perceived loudness without pumping
and the ability export directly to variety of file formats like MP3,
WAV and AAC with metadata.
Advanced users additionally get Vintage Tape, Vintage
Compressor, Vintage EQ and the new Codec Preview feature.
This lets users audition the effect of industry-standard codecs
on their master, including soloing only the audio data that lossy
compression is removing from the mix, making it easier to make
necessary adjustments before exporting for digital distribution.
Ozone 7 runs as a standalone application or as a plug-in and all
ten Ozone modules are included as separate component plug-ins
with Ozone Advanced.
Izotope’s RX Post Production Suite is designed to enable post
pros to better edit, mix, and deliver their audio and the flagship
product in the suite is RX 5 Audio Editor as a significant update
to Izotope’s award-winning RX noise reduction software. The
suite also includes RX Final Mix, RX Loudness Control, a one-year,
all-access pass to Groove3 online video courses and training, and
50 free sound effects from Pro Sound Effects.
RX 5 Audio Editor’s new Instant Process tool lets you ‘paint
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out’ unwanted
sonic elements
directly on the
spectral display
w ith a sin gl e
mouse gesture.
A new Module
Chain allows you
to define a custom chain of processing (e.g. De-click, De-noise,
De-reverb, EQ Match, Leveler, Normalize) and then save that chain
as a preset so that multiple processes can be recalled and applied
in a single click for repetitive tasks.
RX Connect has been enhanced to support individual Pro
Tools clips and crossfades with any associated handles so that
processed audio returns ‘in place’ to the Pro Tools timeline. In RX
5 Advanced Audio Editor, a new De-plosive module minimises
plosives and the Leveler module has been enhanced with breath
and ‘ess’ (sibilance) detection for increased accuracy when
performing faster than real-time leveling. Enhancements for the
Ambience Match module improve accuracy for creating noise
profiles when matching background noise to mask edit points.
www.izotope.com

SA-2 dialog processor
The McDSP SA-2 Dialog Processor
is based on hardware originally
conceived by Academy Awardwinning rerecording mixer Mike
Minkler and used on more than
100 films. The SA-2 is designed to improve the overall sound of
recorded speech but it is not just for dialog. It’s equally useful
for vocals and is a great tool for adjusting the timbre of any track
with a reliable de-esser and a fine multifrequency compressor.
The SA-2 Dialog Processor is made up of five bands of active
equalisation, configured in a variety of modes to best address
common issues of dialog. Each band of active equalisation has a
threshold control to determine at what level the active equaliser
begins to affect the signal. There are also enable buttons for
each band to quickly audition the effect of any given band. Two
mode selectors — one for controlling the ballistics of the active
equalisation, and a second for placing the five bands at strategic
locations in the frequency spectrum. Finally, there are input and
output gain controls for overall adjustment.
McDSP has announced All Access Subscriptions for its HD and
Native product lines as a simple and convenient way to have all
the McDSP plug-ins for a low monthly or annual payment.
There are HD and Native versions of the All Access Subscription.
The All Access HD Subscription authorises the entire McDSP HD
product line, and includes support for AAX Native, AAX DSP, AU,
VST, and VST3 plug-in format. The All Access Native Subscription
authorises the entire McDSP Native plug-in line, and includes
support for AAX Native, AU, VST, and VST3 plug-in formats.
All Access Native Monthly Subscription $29 per month; All
Access Native Yearly Subscription $295 per year; All Access
HD Monthly Subscription $49 per month; All Access HD Yearly
Subscription $495 per year.
www.mcdsp.com
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Plug-in Alliance four bundles
Four bundles from Plug-in Alliance,
new for this year, are: All Bundle
4.0, Bundle for Waves Soundgrid
platform, Venue AAX DSP Bundle
and the 100% AAX DSP Bundle V1.1.
All Bundle 4.0 now comprises 64
plug-ins from 14 of their developers
and pro audio companies including
the overhauled Brainworx bx_
digital V3 EQ, which adds many new
features, and SPL Transient Designer
Plus, improved to include internal or
external sidechaining, a limiter and wet/dry parallel processing.
Plug-in Alliance has introduced support for the Waves
SoundGrid networking and processing platform with an
appropriately named five-plug-in bundle. Similarly, to cater to
the needs of Avid S6L and SL3-X console users on the Venue
AAX platform, they have released a five-plug-in Venue AAX DSP
Bundle. Both bundles include the Maag EQ4 and the SPL Transient
Designer Plus.
Finally, the 100% AAX DSP Bundle V1.1, which is aimed at Pro
Tools HDX users, moves from 41 to 44 plug-ins. The plug-ins come
from developers including Brainworx, Elysia, Maag Audio, SPL,
Millennia and Vertigo and each supports AAX DSP.
Plug-in Alliance stalwart Brainworx has created an emulation
of its own personal Neve
VXS 72 desk. bx_console
promises a new type of
analogue emulation with
its Tolerance Modelling
Technology that not only
models the components
in a circuit, but also
models individual
component tolerance

RTW Continuous Loudness Correction
Meter and monitoring specialists RTW has implemented its Continuous
Loudness Correction software as a plug-in and as standalone software.
Continuous Loudness Correction technology allows users to constantly adapt
the level of audio they are working on, against a given programme-loudness
value, along with a definable loudness range in real-time with minimal
obstacles enabling compliance with EBU-R128 and other global loudness
standard specifications.
The software employs a dynamic low latency algorithm, is capable of
handling DAW audio and has both live and file modes. Available in VST, VST3,
RTAS, Audio Units (Mac only) or AAX Native formats for Windows and Mac OSX.
RTW’s updated Version 3.0 of Masterclass Plug-ins (Mastering and Loudness
tools) provides RTW meters as standard-format plug-ins for Windows and
MAC OS. With the new update, the software now adheres to SAWA and TASA
cinema loudness standards, and its window and instruments are modified to be freely scalable. Additionally, Mastering Tools
now supports a 12th-octave RTA.
www.rtw.com
differences, which cause the unit-to-unit differences between
analogue equipment of the same make and model. TMT provides
bx_console with 72 different channels, which emulate the sonic
differences of the original desk. The emulation also features an
Analog Stereo Mode that enables the user to use two slightly
different modules for Left and Right channels, introducing the
realistic imperfections of a large format mixing desk in your DAW.
Plug-in Alliance has recently acquired a new partner in
Unfiltered Audio and to mark this has released updates to the
Sandman 1.1 delay and G8 1.2 Dynamic Gate plug-ins. Both
upgrades add AAX Native and VST3 format support, a redesigned
preset menu, touch automation in Apple Logic Pro, as well as
other bug fixes and enhancements:
Plugin Alliance and Accusonus’ Era-D plug-in can analyse and
remove noise and reverberation at the same time and explore
their interdependency. Era-D analyses multichannel content

so, for example, if
your secondary mic
captured reverb and/or
noise more accurately
than your primar y
mic it permits that
information to increase
the processing quality
in your main mic.
‘The Accusonus research team spent countless hours in the lab
and has invented a break-through restoration technology that we
integrated together with an intuitive interface. We’re proud of the
Era-D plug-in and its patented technology, and we are keen to
put it in the hands of seasoned professionals,’ said Alex Tsilfidis,
CEO of Accusonus.
www.plugin-alliance.com

“It does exactly what I want it to do. All day, every day.”
- Mike Minkler

(Black Hawk Down, Star Wars, Dreamgirls)

SA-2 Dialog Processor
The SA-2 Dialog Processor is based on hardware originally conceived
by Academy Award winning re-recording mixer Mike Minkler and used
on over 100 major motion pictures. The SA-2 is designed to improve the
overall sound of recorded speech. But the SA-2 is not just for dialog. It’s
equally useful for vocals, and is a great tool for adjusting the timbre of
any track, a reliable de-esser, and a ﬁne multi-frequency compressor.
Download a free 14-day demo of the SA-2 today at mcdsp.com.

Features:
- Five independent bands of strategic active equalization
- Multiple process modes for a variety of applications
- Unique signal reduction metering
- Double precision processing
- Ultra low latency
- Mono and stereo versions
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CEDAR Studio 7
CEDAR Studio 7 takes a leap
forward with the introduction
of the latest incarnation of
CEDAR’s Retouch process, plus
a new DNS One that includes the Learn function from the DNS 8
Live noise suppressor.
Retouch 7 stands alone as the spectral editor of choice for
anyone who needs to identify, isolate and manipulate individual
sounds within an audio file. With two new processes — Cleanse
and Revert — it’s now possible to obtain optimum results more
easily and more quickly. CEDAR has created a standalone version
so you no longer need a workstation to access Retouch.
DNS One Learn is developed from the algorithm within
DNS 8 Live and allows DNS One to calculate an estimate
of the background noise level and determine suitable noise
attenuations at each frequency for optimum suppression. Leave
it switched on, and it will adapt to changes in the background
without adding latency or eating into the wanted signal.
Adaptive Limiter 2 calculates a continuously varying EQ profile
to constrain the output while retaining the integrity of the input
for a controlled signal that remains much more natural than
audio processed using conventional limiters. It’s also an excellent
maximiser and is ideal for mixing or final mastering.
www.cedaraudio.com

Sonnox Envolution
Sonnox’s Ox ford Envolution
(see review p18) is a frequencydependent envelope shaping
plug-in to modify the sound of
individual tracks, buses and even
master outputs. Envolution controls transients and sustain
with ‘Tilt’ or ‘Focus’ controls to choose where in the frequency
spectrum the effect is applied. This allows manipulation of
the audio’s envelope to produce creative and even extreme
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results. Transients can be boosted to add presence and punch,
or reduced to create perspective; while the sustain section can
easily make the ambience around a recording bloom, or be cut
back for quick and precise gating.
www.sonnox.com

Softube, Brainworx, Sonnox on the UAD
Universal Audio has
recruited new developers
to create plug-ins for its
UAD hardware and Apollo
interfaces: the Brainworx
bx_digital V3 EQ Collection, Sonnox Oxford Envolution, and the
exclusive Marshall JMP 2203 guitar amplifier. All three plug-ins
will be released as part of UAD Software v8.5 in February.
The Marshall JMP 2203 Guitar Amplifier plug-in is an emulation
of the original 100W amplifier; all Marshall plug-ins include UA’s
Unison technology whereby the exact impedance load will be
presented as if plugged into a vintage Marshall amp.
The Brainworx bx_digital V3 EQ Collection is a reimagining
of the bx_digital V2 EQ mastering EQ and M/S (mid/side)
processor plug-in. The bx_digital V3 EQ adds a Dynamic EQ
section, updated filters, and a new proportional Q mode to the
M/S capabilities of the plug-in. New user-friendly features also
include Gain Scale and three tones of focus for the onboard Bass
and Presence ‘Shifters’.
Universal Audio has added the Neve 1073
Preamp & EQ Collection to the UAD Powered
Plug-Ins platform and Apollo audio interfaces.
In 2006, UA released the legacy Neve 1073
and 1073SE plug-ins and UA’s engineers have
improved upon the original and incorporated
all 10 clipping points from the preamp and EQ
circuitry, as well as Unison technology integration
with the Apollo and Apollo Twin interfaces. It has
presets from Joe Chiccarelli, Jacquire King, Dave Isaac, and Ryan
Hewitt, among others.
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The Valley People Dyna-mite
Plug-In is an emulation of the
classic limiter/expander/gate
designed by the Paul Buff, who
founded PAL studio in southern California. Although it can be
used as a traditional limiter or expander, the Dyna-mite is also a
creative tool capable of extreme, yet musical effects on a variety
of sound sources. It can limit, expand, gate or de-ess and the
Limiter goes from abusively squashing to transient-enhancing
spikiness while the Expander/gate goes from strict and tight to
subtly expanding.
T he Tonelu x T ilt
EQ Plug-In allows for
quick , simple, and
effective broad-stroke
EQ moves. With the single Tilt control, turn it to the right to cut
lows and boost highs, turn it to the left to cut highs and boost
lows. The Tonelux Tilt EQ Plug-In also models the transformer
found in the Tonelux hardware, adding a subtle distortion for bass
frequencies, fattening up the low end of a track.
The included Tilt Live EQ plug-in skips the transformer
modelling, freeing up more instances for live mixing. It also
replaces the Gain control with a Boost Ceiling control, which
keeps the output gain of the plug-in from being boosted no
matter how much EQ boost is applied.
Following a multi-year engineering effort from Universal Audio,
users can now track and mix with the only authentic circuit
emulation plug-in
of the Thermionic
Culture Vulture valve
distortion tool. The Thermionic Culture Vulture plug-in models
the original hardware’s three distinct all-valve circuit topologies
and features UA’s first pentode tube circuit model. The Culture
Vulture plug-in also offers two features not found on the original
hardware — a Dry/Wet Parallel Mix control and a Link function
for a matched stereo image.
www.uaudio.com
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Avid HD Pro Series
The release of Pro Tools 12.2 saw changes to
the plug-ins that are included for standard
Pro Tools and Pro Tools HD. The bonus plugin pack for Pro Tools software now includes
16 Eleven Effect Stompboxes plug-ins and
Space, a convolution reverb. Pro Tools HD users get all of the above
plus the Avid Pro Series which comprises the Pro Compressor, Pro
Expander, Pro Limiter, Pro Multi-Dynamics and Pro Sub-Harmonic,
Revibe II, Reverb One and Eleven. The Pro Series p lug-in collection
is designed for audio post and music applications and is targeted
at professionals for day-to-day processing tasks. Pro Compressor,
Pro Limiter and Pro Expander are suited to low latency music
recording work and high track count post sessions with Pro Tools
HDX systems. Pro Multiband Dynamics and Pro Subharmonic
are the latest addition to the Pro Series and are available in AAX
Native 64, AAX DSP 64 and AudioSuite 64 formats and are capable
of working with audio formats up to 7.1.
www.avid.com

Cakewalk Rapture Session and Z3TA+2 AAX
Based on Cakewalk’s Rapture Pro, the
Rapture Session virtual instrument
is an affordable synth that includes
a 4Gb library with 450 presets, an
advanced browser for fast searches and previews, and a stageoriented Live Performance Control page that exposes parameters
for real-time control. Rapture Session’s interface was designed for
ease of use: users can organise by Bank, Type and Program, but can
also sort by alphabet and frequency of use. It is compatible with
sound expansion packs for Rapture Pro, Dimension Pro, Rapture,
and Cakewalk Sound Center making it a versatile and expandable
synth to suit a variety of musical and audio-for-video needs.
Also, a recent update sees Rapture Pro and the Z3TA+2 synths
now offer AAX format support.
www.cakewalk.com
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Celemony Melodyne 4

Eventide AnthologyX

Melodyne 4, Celemony claims, is the most extensive update to its
entire product family in the company’s history. Highlights include
the Sound Editor with its new sound design possibilities, Direct
Note Access now on an unlimited number of tracks and highly
accurate tempo detection. Besides the Studio suite, the smaller
editions: Editor, Assistant and Essential, have also been enhanced.
With the Sound Editor, Melodyne 4 Studio users have direct
access to the overtones of the audio material, making individual
harmonics louder or quieter, reshaping the spectrum with
macro parameters and envelopes, or transferring the sound
characteristics of one track to another. This makes it possible to
create totally new sounds and turns Melodyne into a kind of audio
track-based synthesiser.
Since Direct Note Access is now available in a multitrack context
then, with Multitrack Note Editing, it is further possible to display
simultaneously in the Note Editor any selection of tracks you like
and edit the notes with the same freedom as if they were all on
the same track. This makes a new production workflow possible.
Melodyne 4 detects tempos and tempo fluctuations in freely
recorded music so the subsequent click follows the musicians and
not the other way around. Music, despite the tempo at which it
was recorded, can still be cut and edited without any difficulty.
The Tempo Editor also allows the ‘breathing’ tempo of one live
recording to be carried over to another to allow the entire tempo
map to be reshaped at will.
www.celemony.com

Marking the four decades
since they created the
world’s first commercially
available digital audio
effects unit, Eventide has
released plug-in bundle Anthology X.
This collection of 17 plug-ins includes enhanced versions of
those that were originally available as part of the Pro Tools HD/
TDM bundle, Anthology II. With feature enhancements and
additional presets, the plug-ins have been recoded to more
closely emulate the sound of the original hardware. Eventide is
particularly proud of its work modelling the Clockworks classics
H910 and H949 Harmonizers.
The Eventide
UltraChannel
64-bit native
plug-in for AU,
VST, and AAX64
for Mac and PC
features micro
pitch functionality
from the H8000,
stereo delays with
variable feedback paths, plus two stages of compression, gating,
and five bands of parametric EQ.
UltraChannel has a pair of dynamics processors: the O-Pressor
capable of extreme compression (this is the compressor section of
the Omnipressor) and a conventional compressor with de-essing
and sidechain capability.
UltraChannel also offers Soft-Saturation and Transformer
emulation. FlexiPath routing allows drag and drop for reordering
the signal path of the top level components (O-Pressor,
compressor/de-esser, EQ, Gate).
It has a variety of factory presets tailored to signal sources.
www.eventideaudio.com

with

Tolerance Modeling Technology

The next level in analog realism
“It’s remarkable how much TMT adds
to the warmth and width of a mix.”
— Simon Franglen
(Avatar, Titanic, Michael Jackson)

www.plugin-alliance.com
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Harrison Consoles Mixbus 3 XT-LC
Harrison Consoles has a couple
of new toys available for its own
DAW, Mixbus. First up is the XT-LC
Lookahead Compressor which is
designed to tackle sources that
require heavy, but artefact-free
compression. The XT-LC’s lookahead design uses fast attack
and release times with ‘Zero History’ release and this allows the
XT-LC to be used aggressively on very dynamic sources while
still maintaining a transparent release character. It is envisaged
as a solution for demanding compression tasks such as acoustic
guitar, full mixes, and live vocals.
Harrison Consoles are also bundling a couple of new Mixbus
Character plug-ins together: the XT-BC and XT-VC, which are
designed to musically alter the tonality and character of bass
instruments and vocalists respectively. The XT-BC could be used
to beef up a thin recording, change the tonality of an instrument,
or attenuate the fundamental of a bloated bass track that is
overshadowing other instruments at the low end of a mix.
www.harrisonconsoles.com

compressors. Four of the plug-ins contain audio analysis tools from
Metric Halo’s SpectraFoo software, giving the user visual feedback
of the plug-in’s processing.
www.mhsecure.com

Antares Auto-Tune 8
On its launch nearly two decades
ago, Auto-Tune revolutionised
vocal production with its groundbreaking pitch correction and
the latest version, Auto-Tune 8,
introduces a number of features that
build on the product’s legacy. The
most advanced of these, Flex-Tune,
allows users to control the level of correction applied to notes
that are out of tune. Auto-Tune 8 has a new low latency mode that
provides real-time correction for tracking and live performance,
editing tools that are now active during playback and an easier to
use and more customisable workflow. Auto-Tune 8 works in two
modes: Automatic which is designed to be intuitive for all user
levels and a more technical Graphical Mode for advanced refining.
www.antarestech.com

Metric Halo

Halo Upmix

The Metric Halo Production Bundle
consists of eight plug-ins: ChannelStrip
3 emulates the channel strip section of
a large format console, Character adds
the distortion characteristics of classic
analogue circuits to your source tracks, Dirty Delay is a feedback
delay processor with integrated Character and Filters in the delay
path, HaloVerb adds ambience and depth to your recordings, and
Multiband Dynamics adds clarity, warmth and punch. Multiband
Expander can manage, suppress and control noise in your tracks
in a frequency-sensitive way, the Precision DeEsser allows you
to remove high frequency content while TransientControl can
modify dynamics in ways that just aren’t possible with traditional

The Halo Upmix stereo to 5.1 and 7.1
upmixer has unique centre channel
management, including switchable
dialog extraction. Real-time analysis of
original stereo material identifies and
extracts locational cues, to naturally
extend the panorama, without the
introduction of any artificial reverberation, chorusing or
delay into the downmix, leaving the inherent character of the
original source intact. The ‘exact’ mode function maintains the
relationship between the original, upmixed and downmixed
versions, imperative in TV repurposing for instance. Centre
channel extraction and control is provided for in a separate

‘advanced’ panel for use when dealing with intricate mixes, where
no access to the original stems is available, offering control and
including neural network based dialogue extraction. Halo also
includes a spatial analysis view, showing the energy distribution
of the upmixed panorama. Colour can be used to indicate the
speaker source for audio in any position, clearly indicating
phantom vs hard centre predominance and the like. Finally, a 9.1
version is due to be released later in the year.
The SEQ-ST is a linear phase spline EQ with sonic sculpting
and EQ matching, stereo mid/side operation, and automated
spectrum analysis. SEQ-ST was developed in response to demand
from the company’s professional music-production clients. In
2016 a significant upgrade to Visualizer, Nugen’s audio-analysis
plug-in and standalone metering system, is expected.
www.nugenaudio.com

Native loudness meter
TC Electronic has updated its native
loudness meters: the LM2n the LM6n plugins with new settings, viewing options and
improved off-line measuring in Pro Tools.
One new measurement is the Peak to
Loudness Ratio which indicates the ‘Squash’
factor of the overall material. PLR is also relevant when tailoring
a track or a programme to a certain amount of downstream
headroom. For instance, ATSC A/85 and EBU R128 provide 22dB of
headroom, while Sound Check in iTunes offers 16dB of headroom.
With their distinctive Radar Display they offer two display sizes
depending on whether you are directly in front of your monitor
or need to glance at it from a distance. They’ve also developed a
desaturated view due to requests from users in the film industry,
the idea being that a grayscale view will take away less focus from
the visual side of their production.
Of the two plug-ins, the LM6n will log loudness stats and
supports 5.1 and custom channel orders to accommodate film,
SMPTE/ITU and DTS.
www.tcelectronic.com

The Next Generation Audio Processing

The Continuous Loudness Control (CLC) software allows dynamic loudness processing of DAW audio, live audio,
and audio files. With the amazing look-ahead low latency algorithm developed by IRT and featured in CLC, you are
able to correct loudness to a definable target with or without changing the original Loudness Range.

Visit us at HHB booth L45 on BVE, Feb. 23 - 25, 2016. www.rtw.com
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Fabfilter Pro-C 2

Flux Level Magic, Mastering Pack bundle

IK Multimedia Miroslav Philharmonik 2

Frederik and Floris at FabFilter have
released a major update to their
Pro-C compressor plug-in. The Pro-C
2 introduces five new compressor
algorithms, each with a unique
character and feel to make the compressor easier to set up and
more effective in common scenarios.
The Vocal style is aimed at getting a lead vocal upfront in a
mix and should be as easy as choosing the right threshold. The
Mastering style is designed to be as transparent as possible, while
still being able to catch fast transients. The Bus style is geared to
adding a pleasant ‘glue’ to drums or mix buses. The Punch style
delivers traditional, analogue-like compression behaviour and
the Pumping algorithm offers deep, over-the-top pumping for
drum processing or EDM.
Other new features include lookahead (up to 20ms), range, hold,
sidechain EQ, oversampling (up to 4x), and a fully redesigned user
interface which, in common with all their plugs-ins, now offer
Retina support on Mac OSX and High DPI support on Windows.
All FabFilter plug-ins can now operate at any sample rate,
without a maximum and there is no limit to the oversampled
internal sample rate in their Pro plug-ins. All the Pro plug-ins
also offer improved Avid control surface page tables, including
support for the S6 range.
www.fabfilter.com

J ü n g e r A u d i o ’s
Level Magic is a real
time and of fline
comprehensive
l o u d n e s s
measurement,
correction and
management processor. Built around an algorithm which has
been developed and enhanced over several years, it is designed to
ensure compliance with all current worldwide loudness standards.
Based on the underlying ITU-R BS.1770(-1/2/3) principle, Level
Magic provides compatibility with EBU R128, ATSC A/85, ARIB
TR-B32, FREE TV OP-59 and Portaria 354.
In its latest incarnation, the Flux Mastering Pack bundle
comprises four processors that complement each other to
create a versatile mastering toolbox. Solera v3 is a dynamic
processor combining a Compressor, Expander, DCompressor
and DEexpander, all working in parallel. The Pure Limiter is a
transparent limiter designed to increase the average audio
level while maintaining perceived audio quality. Rounding out
the bundle is Epure v3, a 5-band equaliser, and the EBU R128compliant True Peak limiter: Elixir v3.
Flux has launched subscription licensing. You can access the
Mastering Pack, Elemental, Recording and Full Pack bundles
with a monthly or yearly subscription plan. With the monthly
plan you even have the freedom to pause and resume the plan
as you want.
www.fluxhome.com

IK multimedia’s latest
product is an orchestral
instrument plug-in, the
Miroslav Philharmonik
2. This orchestral
workstation comprises over 2700 high-resolution
orchestral instrument samples that make up 55Gb of content.
The string, brass and woodwind instruments all include
multiple articulations performed by musicians and they can be
played using articulation switching or as separate instruments.
This lets musicians switch between flowing legatos, animated
pizzicatos, aggressive spiccatos, elegant staccatos, triumphant
fortissimos and more. The mallet instruments have been
recorded using different types of mallet giving players more
tonal flexibility. The piano’s soundboard has been modelled to
facilitate the interaction between the player and the complex
mechanism of the acoustic piano providing acoustic realism.
Miroslav Philharmonik 2 can be used as a standalone, a plug-in
instrument or as an additional instrument collection inside of the
IK Multimedia’s SampleTank 3 sound and groove workstation.
Miroslav Philharmonik 2 uses the same Play, Mix and Edit pages
as SampleTank 3. It includes an instrument browser, a 16-part
DAW-style mixer and a synthesiser section with three sample
playback engines and 10 filters.
www.ikmultimedia.com

Soundtoys 5
New playthings from
Soundtoys include a
delay, a vocal pitch
shifter and Effect
Rack. PrimalTap is an
emulation and a re-imagining of the Prime Time delay, a classic
digital delay. Like the original hardware, PrimalTap is a hybrid of
digital and analogue sound with added grit, vibe, and character.
Soundtoys has then further evolved and enhanced some of the
features of the original hardware with multiply, modulate and
freeze controls.
Little AlterBoy is Soundtoys’ tool for dramatic voice alteration.
Besides pitch and formant shifting you can lock onto a single
pitch for robotic sounds and even control the vocal’s melody
using MIDI for vocoder-like effects.
Soundtoys 5 brings together Soundtoys’ range of 18 audio
effects into one collection, the centrepiece of which is the
Soundtoys Effect Rack. This enables you to build custom effect
chains with global controls to treat the whole rack as a single
plug-in.
www.soundtoys.com
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Digital Performer 9 plug-ins
MOTU’s most recent major Digital
Performer upgrade to version 9 included
five new plug-ins. The MasterWorks FET76 is an emulation of the classic 1176
limiting amplifier, MultiFuzz models
Craig Anderton’s QuadraFuzz distortion
kit from the 70s, MicroG and MicroB are
polyphonic octave generators for guitar
and bass respectively, and the MegaSynth
subtractive synth processor lets users turn their guitar into a
synthesiser. MegaSynth combines polyphonic octave generation
with flexible signal routing, envelopes, low-frequency oscillation,
a pattern generator and macros.
For those that aren’t working with DP9 MOTU has made the 3rd
generation of its MachFive 45Gb sound library now compatible
with AAX. MachFive also supports Audio Units (Mac only), RTAS,
VST and standalone operation on Windows or Mac OSX.
www.motu.com
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PPMulator, Elastique Pitch 2 and Vielklang
PPMulator is a crossplatform plug-in
meter and standalone
application that mimics the look and feel of professional
broadcast meters. Available in two versions: PPMulator+ and
PPMulatorXL; the latter offers additional features such as EBU
R128 loudness metering and batch audio file processing.
Supported audio formats are Mono, Stereo, Mid/Side and 5.1.
In the new version of the real-time pitch shifting plug-in,
Elastique Pitch 2, it’s added a feedback delay and the infiniStretch
function of the new élastiquePro v3 engine. Factory presets for
typical film and video conversions are included and it supports
up to 8 channel audio.
Finally, Vielklang generates harmonies with two to four voices.
It detects the best fitting harmonies for each individual input
melody, and automatically synthesises up to four voices with
the voices running in parallel — voicings selected to sound most
natural (voice leading). It comes in an LE and an Instant Harmony
version, the latter offering more advanced pitch, timing, vibrato
control and formant shifting.
www.products.zplane.de
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hen Brainworx founder Dirk Ulrich told us he wanted to create a
channel strip emulation of his personal 72-input Neve VXS console
he presented us with a challenge: figure out how to faithfully
capture the natural channel-to-channel differences found in any
real mixing console in a plug-in. Dirk explained that based on his own production
experience with his console and others, there is a clear difference in how projects
mixed on an analogue console sound versus projects mixed entirely in-thebox. Given that current modelling technology produces plug-ins where each
instantiation is exactly the same mono channel as all other instantiations, he
suspected that the variation in the sound of the individual channels — especially
on corresponding stereo channels — found in any analogue console could be the
key factor in this difference between analogue and in-the-box mixes. This article
tells the story of how this initial challenge led to the development of our patent
pending Tolerance Modeling Technology, or TMT.
First, a bit of background. As the recording process moved to digital there
was a corresponding desire on the part of audio professionals and enthusiasts
to bring the warm, pleasing sound of analogue into the digital domain. This led
many software developers, including Brainworx, to develop software plug-ins
that effectively model analogue circuits. Over the years the team at Brainworx in
Leverkusen Germany has developed a number of analogue emulation plug-ins,
primarily equalisers and dynamics processors, which have been very popular
with our customers for their ability to add that analogue flavour into their DAWbased projects.
For these products, we used modelling techniques similar to what other
developers have; take a ‘golden unit’ and create a digital circuit of one channel
of that golden unit, made up of individual software models of the components
in the original analogue circuit. With advances in modelling techniques and
dramatic increases in computing power enabling us to model more of the
components in the circuit, we are now able to create digital models that can be
startlingly close to the original analogue unit. That said, prior to the development
of bx_console and TMT, analogue models have not sought to include the unitto-unit variances so every instance of a plug-in sounds exactly like every other
instance.
To illustrate the channel-to-channel differences Dirk was hearing in the
analogue domain, he brought the development team into the Brainworx studio
to show us how significant these channel to channel variations could be. We did
a number of tests, for example running various types of programme material,
including noise, sequentially through multiple channels with the same settings.
It was surprising to many of us how audible the channel-to-channel differences
were on such a high-end console.
After some further study, we began to suspect that variation in component
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Modelling
tolerances
The digital emulation of classic analogue circuitry has been
a major appeal of the plug-in arsenal. Brainworx product manager
CHRISTOPH TKCOZ explains how they built tolerances into
an analogue desk model for a higher level of realism.
values was the chief cause of these audible differences. Variation in analogue
components is a fact of life when designing and manufacturing analogue
equipment and while analogue designers over the last 50 years have strived to
come up with designs that are less prone to these tolerances — mainly capacitor
and resistor deviation — these variations still exist and have an effect on the
audio performance of the device. By measuring the values of components in
different channels of the console as well as how they affect audio that passes
through them, we were able to confirm our suspicion that component variations
do create significant audio differences.
Let’s look at this in the context of analogue circuit design. Resistors and
capacitors are the components that most affect the signal and while resistor
tolerance can be quite low, typically in the range of <1%, when it comes to
critical parts of the circuit this is enough to affect the audio signal. With some
types of capacitor the tolerance can be quite high, up to 10 or even 20% around
the nominal value. It’s hard to quantify the impact of such tolerances since it
highly depends on different factors, such as the type of circuit, the number of
components involved, the operating temperature, humidity, etc. That said, it
seemed clear to us that due to the fact that audio professionals have preferences
for certain units for certain applications these differences can be important
sonically. In addition, we found differences that were easily measured, such as
how different component values affect the cut-off frequency of a filter. This is
not only valid for static frequency-affecting values though (centre frequencies,
Q widths, boosts/cuts), but also for parts that control attack and release times of
compressors, gates, and expanders.
It followed that the sonic difference that component tolerances make would
be most obvious in a large-format mixing console, where you have so many
analogue channels that are built at the same time from the same stock of
components all exhibiting varying degrees of tolerance. This would explain
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why audio professionals,
Dirk included, prefer
one channel of a mixing
console for one type
of signal and another
channel for another type
and would further explain
the differences we heard
in our listening tests of
Dirk’s console.
It was exciting to learn that there could be something so significant happening
in an analogue console that had not yet been emulated in a channel strip plug-in.
Now our problem was figuring out how to capture those differences practically
and effectively and present them in a useful way to plug-in users. The most
obvious method would be to create 72 separate models, one for each channel in
the console. We quickly discarded this idea as being impractical due to the length

Envolution

of development time and the huge amount of CPU power required to
run what would be essentially 72 separate plug-ins in one!
The problem was how we could emulate the component
differences in a manner consistent with the natural channel-tochannel variation of the original console without having to create a
separate model for every channel.
The answer lay in the fact that changing the value of a particular
component model in one of our emulations is fairly easy to do.
Often when tweaking an emulation during the verification stage of
development we will make small changes to component values. So,
we reasoned, if we could establish a component value range that
closely matched what the value range of the original components
would have been for the parts sitting in the bin when the original
console was built and could then come up with a way to realistically
change those values
without having to
construct an entirely
new model, we could
solve this problem.
At this point we
took a deeper dive
into a channel strip
of Dirk’s Neve VXS.
We catalogued more
than 150 individual
components, again,
primarily transistors, resistors and capacitors. We were able to determine
the component manufacturer’s tolerance range via the colour-coding on the
components themselves or via product documentation.
We then developed a complete model of a single channel strip of Dirk’s
Neve VXS 72 console, which became channel 1 in the TMT menu of
the bx_console plug-in. Without Dirk’s directive that we figure out how to
model the channel-to-channel differences, this would have been the end of
the development process. We would have released bx_console as a faithful
emulation of a single channel of Dirk’s VXS-72. But now, armed with a roster
of the components and their expected tolerances we could take that model of a
single-channel and take bx_console to where no plug-in had gone before.
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Imagine being able to manipulate the envelope of a sound
so radically that its dynamics, ambience, timing and feel are
completely changed. The creative possibilities would be endless.
Enter the new Oxford Envolution plug-in from Sonnox - the next
level of control in envelope shaping.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Frequency dependent control of Transients & Sustain
Tilt/parametric targeting of frequencies to process
DIFF button to solo the effect
Dry/Wet mix for parallel processing
Warmth control for added harmonics
Many great presets to get you started

www.sonnox.com
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The next task was coming up with a way to vary those component values
so they would resemble the distribution a randomly chosen set of transistors,
resistors and capacitors used in the original console manufacturing process
would exhibit. Another requirement was that we obtain a series of quantities
that were reproducible, as customers would expect that no matter what
channel number they select for an instance of bx_console, it would be
recalled with the exact same set of tolerances and, more importantly, the
same sound the next time they open that project. The solution to both these
problems was found in an algorithm we developed which became the heart,
the patentable heart, of Tolerance Modeling Technology.
Starting with the complete circuit model we had already developed, we
created a table with the more than 150 component values we measured
for the initial channel we modelled. We called this the ‘seed value’. For
each component, we then added a value distribution range based on the
component manufacturer’s stated tolerance, or the original design tolerance if
it was different (tighter). We then developed randomising code that produces
values within the distribution range and dispersed around the seed value
similar to the distribution values for the original components. Using the data
from this algorithm, we then created 71 different tolerance combinations,
which make up channels 2 through 72 in the final bx_console plug-in.
When you instantiate channel 1, which is the default, in the TMT display
you’re pulling up the initial emulation we developed of a single channel
of Dirk’s console. When you step through channels 2 through 72 in the
TMT display of bx_console, you’re pulling up each of the 71 collections
of component values based on that initial model and created by the
TMT algorithm. While the creation of each of these component value
collections was done by the TMT algorithm, it’s important to reiterate that
each of the 72 collections is fixed — selecting channel 32 will always pull
up the exact same collection of component values and will therefore always
sound the same.
A question we’re often asked is whether the tolerance combinations we
developed for the plug-in were designed to match each channel of Dirk’s
console, and the answer is no. The correct way to think about it is that while
we did model one channel of Dirk’s console, the other channels contain
component values you would expect to see in channel strips that were built
alongside that one channel of Dirk’s console.
Another question we’re often asked is how large are these differences
really? The original console was a pretty expensive piece of gear, it seems
odd to people that they wouldn’t have tighter quality control. It’s true that the
original design team, who let’s face it are legendary, went to great lengths to
minimise the effect of component variation and keep the channel-to-channel
differences as small as possible. It’s also true that if you solo a single track
and listen to the differences between different TMT channels they are subtle,
just as they would be if you did this with the real console. Where TMT really
starts to make a difference is when you run many instances across a mix
and on stereo channels with different channel numbers (aka the ‘analogue
mode’). So while the effect of TMT on a single channel might be small, the
effect across an entire mix can be very dramatic. This also holds true for the
original console.
What we didn’t know prior to releasing bx_console was how users
would respond. We decided to include the ability to make every instance of
bx_console the same channel strip number, with the same TMT component
variations, or to mix and match as the user desired. In this way if on a
particular track you prefer the sound of a particular TMT channel then you
can use it across many, or even all, channels of your mix. Now that the
plug-in has been out for a few months we’re hearing from our users that
they do indeed like what happens to their mixes when they use different TMT
channel configurations, and typically they tell us the more channels they use
the more their mixes sound like they were done on an analogue console.
This was an incredibly exciting project in that our approach went against
current industry trends and the fundamental nature of digital. At the time we
began this project, current analogue modelling technology developers viewed
component tolerance as a negative attribute and used digital modelling to
eliminate it by precisely modelling the specific collection of components found
in an individual unit that was deemed to be pleasing — the ‘golden unit’.
Digital technology is really good at duplication. When you make one digital
thing, it’s typically really easy to make many of them. With TMT we dragged
digital in the opposite direction to embrace some of the randomness of the
analogue world. Consequently, we were able to create a channel strip plug-in
that does something every analogue console ever built does and no channel
strip plug-in before it ever had.
We’re very pleased with the new dimension TMT has added to bx_console
and we see a great future for this technology in not only additional console
channel strips we may develop but also in other analogue processors. n
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EDIT.
MIX.
DELIVER.

RX Post Production Suite
Get more work done, faster, and deliver ahead
of schedule with our comprehensive suite of
post production solutions. Includes RX 5
Advanced Audio Editor, RX Final Mix, RX
Loudness Control, Insight, and special partner
products and videos.

Learn more at www.izotope.com/rxsuite
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